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Abstract—We describe a method for construction of

specific types of Neural Networks composed of structures

directly linked to the structure of the molecule under

consideration. Each molecule can be represented by a

unique neural connectivity problem (graph) which can be

programmed onto a Cellular Neural Network. The idea

was to translate chemical structures like small organic

molecules or peptides into a self learning environment

which is CNN based. In the case of small molecules, each

cell of the CNN stands for one atom of the molecule under

consideration. But in contrast to the standard CNN archi-

tecture where each cell is connected to the neighboring

cells, only those cells of the feature net are connected for

which there also exists a chemical bond in the molecule

under consideration. This implies that the feature net

topology varies from molecule to molecule. In the case

of peptides, the amino acids that form the building blocks

of the peptide are reflected by the CNN cells wherein the

amino acid sequence defines the network topology. Unlike

the standard CNN used for image processing, there are

no input values like the input image that are fed into

the feature net. Instead, all information about the input

molecule is supplied to the feature net by means of the

topology. The output of several feature nets is fed into

a supervisor neural network which computes the final

output value. The combination of several feature nets and

a supervisor networks constitutes the Molecular Graph

Network (MGN). The designed networks are used for

selection of molecules representing wanted properties such

as activity against specific diseases, interactions with other

compounds, toxicity etc. and possibly being candidates to

be tested further as new drugs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cellular systems are defined by cells that have

an internal state and well defined local interactions

between neighboring cells that govern the dynamics

of the whole system. Several systems of this type

have been developed and investigated so far. Wolfram’s

cellular automata [1] are examples of discrete time cel-

lular systems with discrete internal states. The Cellular

Neural Network (CNN) introduced by Chua and Yang

[2] could be considered as a large array of simple

continuous time processing elements characterized by

local connections. A discrete time version of the CNN

principle has been introduced by Harrer et al. (DT-

CNN) [3]. Furthermore a finite iteration DT-CNN is

described, wherein the network operates as a one-step-

forward computing engine [4] that can be trained with

stochastic gradient descend [5]. The network and the

training algorithm were developed and reported in the

context of pattern recognition tasks [6], [5], [7]. The

idea of translating the topology of a chemical compound

into a so called Molecular Graph Network (MGN) was
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developed in this context [8], [9], [10]. In a MGN a

compound can be described as graph where each atom is

a node and each chemical bond is an edge. This concept

was also developed in the neural network community

where the name Graph Neural Network was coined [11].

In this way a 2D chemical structure is translated into

cellular network topology: Each atom becomes a cell,

each bond a local interaction between the cells and the

weights depend on element and bond types. The MGN

works in this case as a DT-CNN. We further extend

this approach and translate the chemical structure of a

peptide chain into the topology of a DT-CNN. Similar to

the MGN we could translate the primary structure of a

peptide directly into the topology of a learning machine

wherein the network cells represent the amino acids of

the peptide chain.

II. ADAPTIVE CELLULAR SYSTEMS

An important task in modern drug discovery is to

understand the quantitative structure activity relation

(QSAR). QSAR problems can be divided into a coding

and learning part. The learning part could be solved with

regression techniques that correlate the biological ac-

tivities with the physiochemical or structural properties

of those chemical compounds under investigation. The

most important part in QSAR analysis is the identifica-

tion of molecular descriptors which encode the essential

properties of the compounds. Alternative approaches of

the classical QSAR circumvent the problem of com-

puting and selecting a representative set of molecular

descriptors. Therefore the molecules are considered as

structured data - usually represented as graphs - and

these graphs are used as topology templates for learning

machines (i.e. the Graph Machines [12]).

The key idea of our approach is to translate the

molecular topology into a CNN topology. Each cell

of the CNN stands for one chemical entity, an atom

in the case of small organic molecules or an amino

acid in case of peptides. But in contrast to the standard

CNN architecture where each cell is connected to the

neighboring cells, only those cells of the network are

connected for which also exists a chemical bond in

the molecule under consideration. This implies that the

net topology varies from molecule to molecule. Unlike

the standard CNN used for image processing, there are

no input values like the input image that are fed into

the network. Instead, all information about the input

molecule is supplied to the network by means of the

topology.

III. MOLECULAR GRAPH NETWORKS

A graph is a dimensionless mathematical object

representing a set of nodes, called vertices, and con-

nections between pairs of nodes called edges. Two

vertices connected by an edge are called adjacent. In

cheminformatics graphs are used to represent molecules.

In such a molecular graph, the vertices represent atoms

and the edges represent bonds Graph vertices and edges

are labeled, vertices by their atom type (C,N,O etc.)

and edges by the bond type (single, double, aromatic

etc.). While hydrogens bound to carbon are usually

not taken into account, for this approach the user can

either choose to consistently suppress hydrogens or to

consistently include them in the representation of the

molecular graph. A multiple bond between two adjacent

atoms is represented by a single edge with adequate

bond type (e.g. double, triple or aromatic). The structure

of most organic molecules having covalent bonds can be

represented as such a molecular graph. Ionic bonds can

be included into the range of bond types if necessary.

In the version described in this study, the method is

not able to account for stereochemistry. By imposing

new bond types and making weights dependent on the

sterical conformation it should be possible to account

for stereochemistry without a major redesign of the

algorithm.
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A. CNN like Feature Nets

A molecular graph m can be coded as a vector

of element types ~e of the molecule’s atoms and an

adjacency matrix B storing information on the covalent

or ionic bonds between every pair of atoms within the

molecule. Whenever atoms i and j are connected by

a bond, the corresponding entry Bij will be a nonzero

integer coding for the type of the bond (single, double,

aromatic etc.). Also element types are coded as positive

integers such that they can be used for indexing. Let

N denote the number of atoms in the molecule under

consideration.

To compute this output z for a given molecule m,

the molecular graph is translated into a CNN of similar

topology. No additional input values are fed into the

feature net, instead the molecular structure m, given

by (~e,B), can be considered as the input given to the

feature net.

A feature net is implemented as a discrete-time

CNN like system where cell/node states evolve over T

iterations. Each node i of the dynamical system starts

with an initial state y0i depending on its element type ei
(e.g 6 for C, 92 for U), taken from the vector of initial

states h :

y0i = hei i = 1, . . . , N (1)

To calculate the output for one compound we compute

the dynamic evolution of the nodes states yti for itera-

tions t = 0, . . . , T−1 according to following equations :

xt+1
i =

∑
atom j adjacent to i

At
ei,Bij

ytj + ctei

yt+1
i = σ(xt+1

i )
(2)

At is the weight table, ct the offset vector used for

iteration t. The molecule’s topology, stored in ei and

Bij , is used in Eq. 2 to generate the indices into matrices

At and vector c. E.g. when ei = 8 and Bij = 2, At
ei,Bij

refers to element At
8,2. Hence the terms involved in the

sum in Eq. 2 will be different for each unique molecule

processed.

Since a feature net usually contains more than one

atom, we have to convert the output states yTi into a

single, scalar output value z suitable as decision vari-

able. This is accomplished by computing the weighted

average over the state values of all nodes. The scalar

output z of a feature net is thus independent of the

ordering of the atoms in the element table:

z =
1

N

N∑
i=1

beiy
T
i

Individual weight tables At and offsets ct are used

for each iteration t. In combination with the vector

of initial states h and the vector of output weights b

they constitute the adjustable parameters ~p or so called

weight tables of a single feature net :

~p =
{
h, b, A0, c0, A1, c1, . . . , AT−1, cT−1

}
During the dynamic evolution, the state information

of each node spreads through the network along the

bonds. After T iterations the information on a node is

propagated over a maximal distance of T edges. This

interaction allows for detection of functional groups

without explicitly defining these groups. It also allows

for detection of interactions between functional groups

when the number of iterations T is sufficiently large.

B. Supervisor Network

A single feature network usually does not offer

enough capacity to approximate a difficult regression

or classification setting. We therefore feed the outputs

zq, q ∈ 1, . . . , Q of Q individual feature nets into a

conventional fully connected supervisor neural network.

The output f of this supervisor network for a molecule

mn constitutes the final output of the MGN :

f(mn, ~P ) = f(z1(mn, ~p1), . . . , zq(mn, ~pQ), ~p0)

~P = {~p1, . . . ~pQ, ~p0} (3)

We chose a simple feedforward neural network with

a single hidden layer as topology of the supervisor
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Fig. 1. This is an example of the translation process from a peptide starting with the amino acids Ser-Cys-Phe into a DT-CNN. Note the

one-to-one correspondence between the amino acids of the peptide and the elementary cells of the DT-CNN. The internal weight of the cell is

given by ϕ and the inputs from the neighboring cells are connected with the weight vector ω.

network. The number of neurons in this hidden layer

can be adjusted to the complexity of the task, common

choices range from 4 to 32 neurons. The concept of

topology as is used for feedforward neural networks

cannot be applied to the feature nets since the number

of nodes and their connectivity varies from sample to

sample of the data set. The only remaining parameter

controlling the complexity of a feature net is thus the

number of iterations Tq . All adjustable parameters of the

feature nets ~p1, . . . , ~pQ and of the supervisor network ~p0
are bundled according to Eq. 3 into the total parameter

vector ~P that exhaustively describes the MGN.

IV. NETWORK REPRESENTATION OF PEPTIDES

Peptides are short linear polymers built from amino

acids that are linked with an amide bond. About 20 pro-

teinogenic amino acids are the building blocks of almost

all proteins in nature. The string representation of the

peptide ~S is called the peptide sequence and it is given

by the order in which the amino acid are connected

in the peptide chain. In the DT-CNN each amino acid

from the alphabet is represented as a particular cell with

individual weights that are adjusted during the network

training. An example of the translation process from a

peptide starting with the amino acids Ser-Cys-Phe into

a fully connected DT-CNN is shown in Fig. 1. Hence

each cell in the network corresponds one-to-one to an

amino acid in the peptide and the amino acid sequence

of a peptide determines the topology of the network.

The internal weight of the cell is ϕ, the inputs from

the neighboring cells are connected with the weights

ω−N,...,N and the feedback is controlled by ω0. The

weights are combined in the weight vector ~ω. The cells

are connected to form a chain as shown in figure 1 with

an one-to-one correspondence between the amino acids

in the alphabet that build the peptides and the cells in the

network. The DT-CNN is iterated several times which
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governs the system dynamics. The internal states of the

network are denoted in the state vector ~y with respect

to their order. The state of the i-th DT-CNN cell yti
evolves for iterations t = 0, . . . , T − 1 according to

xt+1
i = ϕi + ~yt ~ωi

yt+1
i = σ(xt+1

i ), (4)

wherein the activation function σ(x) is a hyperbolic

tangent with an additional linear term that leads to non-

vanishing derivatives of the training error

σ(x) = tanh(x) + λx with λ� 1. (5)

The number of iterations T is set to be the average

length of the sequences under investigation. The final

output of the network is simply the sum over all internal

states yTi after the final iteration.

V. DT-CNN TRAINING

The training procedure of a DT-CNN is a combina-

tion of stochastic gradient descend and back propagation

with several improvements that make the training of

the shared weights feasible. The true gradient is ap-

proximated by the gradient of the loss function which

is evaluated on single training samples. The network

weights are adjusted by an amount proportional to

this approximate gradient. While the variable topology

of the dynamical system constructed by a feature net

appears unsuitable for a training by gradient based

optimization schemes, it turns out to be actually possible

to efficiently compute the gradient for the feature nets

much in the same way as it is done for neural networks.

Thus we can revert to the whole range of gradient based

optimization techniques developed for neural networks,

even with the more complicated structure of a whole

MGN making a careful choice necessary. The large

number of adjustable weights additionally raises the

problem of choosing an efficient training algorithm.

From the numerous methods existing for neural network

training we found two algorithms to perform well

in our case, stochastic gradient descent and resilient

propagation (RPROP). Both training procedures start

from randomly initialized weight tables and advance

iteratively to a local minimum of the training loss [8].

VI. COMPUTER ASSISTED PEPTIDE DESIGN WITH

DT-CNN MODELS

The goal is to recover the fundamental character-

istics of the structure activity relation in an biological

assay with a DT-CNN model in an iterative process.

We explore the highdimensional space of all possible

peptides with a genetic algorithm (GA) wherein the

output of the CT-CNN model defines the fitness function

of the GA. Only the top ranking virtual peptides are

selected for synthesis and in vitro testing in order to pro-

duce new measurements for the next optimization cycle.

Therefore a start population of peptides is selected.

The peptide sequence together with the measurements

from the biological assay deliver the data for DT-CNN

training as described in the previous section. Training

the network means adapting the weights of the cells

that correspond to the amino acids of the peptides in

the training set. The adapted cells work as building

blocks of new virtual peptides which are generated

by rearranging the order of the cells and calculating

the output of the network as depicted in Fig. 2. The

resulting DT-CNN-model defines the fitness function in

a GA that is generating new suggestions for peptide

synthesis based on the learned structure activity relation.

The reason for the GA approach is the huge dimension

of the ”virtual peptide space” that has to be explored.

In the training set, the model is taught the properties of

the current peptides (biological activity, stability) and

the adopted cells build virtual peptides that are evalu-

ated in the genetic algorithm-based optimization. The

peptide optimization process is organized in multiple

consecutive cycles. The start population of peptides is

based on experts’ knowledge concerning the target, e.g.

natural ligands, known analogs or compounds that bind
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Fig. 2. The picture shows how the DT-CNN based peptide design

works: The model learns the properties (in this case the activity in a

biological assay) of the peptides in the training set and the adopted

cells (different colors symbolize the different amino acids) build a

virtual peptide that is evaluated in the GA-optimization.

to similar targets. The trained DT-CNN is used as a

fitness function in a genetic algorithm. Newly generated

sequences then have to be synthesized and analyzed in

biological assays, before the next DT-CNN training is

initiated (see Fig. 3).

VII. PEPTIDE DESIGN RESULTS

The DT-CNN approach for peptide optimization was

successfully applied for the development of a 9-mer

peptide with high activity and metabolic stability to bind

to the Chemerin-9-receptor as reported in Bandholtz et

al. [13]. The technical details of this approach were

presented in an earlier publication [14]. In an iterative

process of 3 design cycles including the synthesis and

experimental fitness determination of less than 160

different compounds we achieved a 70fold improvement

of the metabolic half life (t = 1693 min) in a ligand with

subnanomolar activity in the biological assay (EC50 =

0.49 nM).

VIII. CONCLUSION

Properly designed DT-CNN corresponding to

Molecular Graph Network structures prove to be very

useful in cheminformatics and in particular in molecular

Fig. 3. A start population of peptides is selected, based on prior

knowledge of the target under investigation. The sequence strings

of the peptides together with the measurements from the biological

assay deliver the training data. The resulting DT-CNN-model defines

the fitness function in a genetic algorithm that is generating new

suggestions for peptide synthesis.

drug design having pre-described properties. In this

paper we show its usefulness in peptide design. Further

examples of such applications in molecular drug design

are under way.
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